REQUEST FOR SPECIAL DISPENSATION

Date of Request ______________________

Chapter Name and Number_____________________________________________________

REASON FOR REQUEST
(explain completely, include proposed dates)

[ ] 1. To complete an election of officers following the regular May election, but before the regular installation. Which Officers?________

[ ] 2. Election of any of the top four officers at any time other than the first Stated communication in May. Which Officers?________

[ ] 3. Installation “out of time” of any of the top four officers (other than between Grand Chapter and July 31st). Which Officers?________

[ ] 4. Move chapter charter for only one meeting. Explain________________________

[ ] 5. Move chapter charter for an emergency permanent change of meeting place. Explain: __________________________________________

[ ] 6. Hold Make-Up Meeting. Explain conditions “beyond reasonable control”

________________________________________________________

Date of Chapter Vote:_____________________ Emergency Request: ____________

Signature of Worthy Matron ______________________ Signature of Chapter Secretary __________

[seal]

This request (except for request for “Make-up Meeting”) must be made after majority vote of the chapter. In the case of an emergency, the request may come from the Worthy Matron or Worthy Patron. The request must be signed by the Worthy Matron or Worthy Patron and the Secretary. This form must be accompanied by the FEE OF $1 and embossed with the seal of the chapter.

Send to: Worthy Grand Matron
       Grand Chapter of Oregon
       P O Box 68257
       Oak Grove, OR 97268